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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the 
Alestle believe in the free exchange of 
ideas, concerns and opinions and will 
publish as many letters as possible. 
Letters may be turned in at the Alestle 
office located in the Morris University 
Center, Room 2022 or via e-mail at 
opinion@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed 
and double-spaced. Letters should be 
no longer than 500 words. 
Please include phone number, 
signature, class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit letters for 
grammar and content. However, care 
will be taken to ensure that the letter's 
message is not lost or altered. 
Letters to the editor will not be printed 
anonymously except under extreme 
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no charge.
Additional copies cost 25 cents. 
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois 
College Press Association, the 
Associated Collegiate Press and U- 
WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym 
derived from the names of the three 
campus locations of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville: Alton, East St.
Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays during fall and spring 
semesters and on Wednesdays during 




Send us an e-mail: 
opinion@ alestlelive.com 
The Alestle 
Campus Box 1167 





Many graduating seniors can 
probably identify w ith this 
situation. You run into someone 
(family friend, professor, old 
acquaintance, etc.) and make 
small talk. Small talk, inevitably, 




“Here in a 
few days,” you 
reply.
Then, o f 
course, the
c o n v e r s a t i o n  
M e g a n  turns to  post- 
McClure g r a d u a t i o n  
plans. I f  you are 
going on to 
higher studies or have already 
accepted a job -  (lucky!) -  this 
part of the conversation is easy.
For those who are still 
looking ... well, not so easy. After 
announcing that, no, you don’t 
know what happens after next 
weekend, chances are you’re met 
w ith a reaction mixed with 
crestfallen awkwardness and 
sympathetic assurance. Then 
comes The Statement:
“You know, this is a terrible 
time to graduate.”
So true.
In fact, I myself have had this 
very conversation many times 
before. Too many times, really. 
Graduating in the middle o f a 
recession is not an easy thing to 
do, but we seem to have drawn 
the short straw on this one. There 
is no way we could have known 
this was how our college careers 
would end. W ith graduation 
being less than a week away, 
reality is about to shake our hands 
and usher us off the 
commencement platform.
So, where to go from here? 
Some o f my friends are going on 
to  graduate school or have landed 
perm anent jobs. For others, 
myself included, that isn’t  in the 
cards right now.
Instead o f dwelling on our 
bad fortune, I propose we seize 
this chance to  take whatever 
opportunities life hands us. For 
me, this apparently means 
moving to rural Texas for a year 
(long story) ... for you, this may 
mean something slightly less 
obscure, but equally as 
unexpected.
This may be the greatest real- 
life learning opportunity we will 
ever face. The jobs will come -  
eventually -  but until then, we 
may as well enjoy the ride.
Megan McClure is a senior mass 
communications major from  
Taylorville. She can be reached at 






























Gary A. Giamartino, Dean 
Commencement - 7 p.m. Friday 






Jermaine M. Akins................ ......... BS
Daniel L. Alberts............................. BS
Julie M. A lberts.................... ......... BS
Katey D. Aldinger.................. ......... BS
Jacob C. Amburg................... .......BSA
Jessica N. Anderson............ ......... BS
Nicholas R. Armas............... ......... BS
Chelsea L. Ash...................... ......MBA
Justin K. Aydt........................ ......... BS
Brian S. Babillis.................... ......MBA
Amy L. Bach.......................... ......... BS
Jamie M. Baker..................... ......... BS
Jamie M. Baker..................... .......BSA
Marc A. Bargiel..................... ......... BS
James H. Barrett.................. ......... BS
Lindsay E. Bartley................ ......... BS
Abigail R. Bates..................... .......MSA
Joshua S. Beard................... .......BSA
Jeremy A. Bearth..........................MSA
Angela M. Beck..................... .......BSA
Stephanie B. Behymer......... .......MSA
Jelani G. Benford..........................MBA
Justin W. Bennett................. .......MBA
Ashley N. Benvenuto....................MBA
Prawol Bhattarai............................. MS
Julia A. Biggs......................... .......BSA
David L. Blackburn............... ......... BS
Jarad L. Blanton.................... ......... BS
William D. Boehm................ ........BSA
Jennifer E. Boggess............. ......... BS
Amber N. Bolich.................... ......... BS
Stephen J. Bolin................... .......MBA
Jamie L. Bowermaster......... ......... BS
Debra A. Bowlby................... .......MBA
Melissa N. Bradford............. .......MSA
Cheryl A. Brighton............... .......MBA
Hillary A. Brown................... ........ BSA
Lindsey M. Brown................ .......... BS
William E. Broyles................ .......MBA
Matthew J. Budenholzer...... .......MBA
James J. Buehne................ ........ BSA
Kari A. Bunker...................... .......... BS
Kate E. Cantrell.............................. BS
Kelly J. Carroll...................... .......... BS
Nicole A. Chaboude........................ BS
Lynda Y. Ciaruffoli................ .......... BS
Mallory N. Clements........... ...........BS
Victoria E. Cobb................... ........ BSA
Kaycee A. Collins................. ...........BS
Jena L. Cook........................ ...........BS
Mark A. Coombe.................. ...........BS
Claudia X. Correa................ ...........BS
Colleen V. Cramsey............. ...........BS
William C. Cross.................. ...........BS
Sarah L. Danford.................. .......MBA
Kyle L. Darr.......................... ........ BSA
Richard A. Debrobander..... ...........BS
Laura A. Dietz...................... ...........BS
Kelsey L. Dockins............... ...........BS
Casey J. Donahue............... .......MBA
Erin L. Donnay...................... .......MSA
Christina Donsbach............. .......MBA
Jacob P. Donsbach.............. ...........BS
Timothy J. Douglas.............. ...........BS
Justin A. Draper................... ........ BSA
Andrew M. Dressel.............. ........MBA
Emily A. Dunham.................. ...........BS
Christopher L. Easley......... ...........BS
Amanda M. Ebeler............... ........ BSA
Renee P. Edwards............... ...........BS
Mathew G. Eilerts................ ........MBA
Kimberly M. Emig................ ...........BS
Cody J. Epperson................. ...........BS
Ashley A. Fanning.............................BS
Jordan D. Faulkenberg.................. BSA
Danielle A. Fazil............................... BS
Julie M. Ferrell.............................. MBA
Joshua R. Ferry............................... BS
David J. Fitzgerald............................BS
Curtis W. Fleer.............................. MBA
Jerry K. Ford................................. MBA
Melissa K. Ford.............................MSA
Calin E. Foster................................. BS
Nicholas A. Frasca.......................... BS
Megan N. Frederick......................... BS
Vanessa L. Froelich......................... BS





Scott G. Ginder................................ BS




Jessica M. Grieshaber.................. BSA
Melih Guzel...................................... BS
Damon A. Haarmann....................... BS
Emily J. Harres................................ BS
Jessica L. Flaugen........................ MBA
Justin T. Fleberer..............................BS
Ian M. Fleimback..............................BS
Emily F. Heitzig................................ BS
Jeffry A. Henschel............................BS
Robert L. Flolman............................BS
Kyle B. Hubbs................................ BSA




Candice R. Jermyn........................ BSA















Aaron V. Koch............................... MSA
Brad A. Koerkenmeier.................. MBA
Steven A. Kohon..............................BS
Elizabeth E. Koons...........................BS
Tyler M. Kostich............................... BS
Crystal B. Krause.............................BS
Bryan A. Kress................................ BS
Bryan A. Kress............................... BSA
Christopher R. Kruse.......................BS
William D. Kucharzak......................BS
Erik D. Lalande................................ BS
Joan E. Lebkuecher......................MBA
Kelley A. Liefer.............................. MBA
Samit Limbachia..............................BS





Rosalie A. Marconi.......................... BS
Daniel L. Margeson......................... BS
Danielle E. Martin............................BS
Clayton E. Mason......................... MBA
Nathan R. Massey.......................... BS
Jason A. May....................................BS
Justin A. McCann.............................BS
Christopher A. McCloud.................. BS
Kathryn R. McKeon......................... BS
Ted R. McKinney............................MBA
Michael K. McKinzie........................BS
Harry E. Mecum........................... MBA
Lindsey M. Meese......................... BSA
Christopher S. Metcalf.................. BSA




Tracy L. M ills ....................................BS
Jeffery D. Miloszewski................. MBA
Whitney K. M oore............................BS
Jennifer A. Morgan.......................MBA
Lee M. Mutschler.......................... BSA
Ashley N. Nelson.............................BS
Christopher A. Nelson................. MMR
Jessica L. Nesler.............................BS
Larry L. Noble............................... MBA
Sarah C. Norris................................ BS
Katie J. Novak...............................MBA
Nicole D. Ostendorf........................ BS
Sara K. Owens................................. BS
Michelle R. Palmer.......................MBA
Carl J. Parkerson.......................... MBA
Brian Paszkiet...................................BS
Michael P. Pedersen........................BS
Robert R. Pedigo.......................... MBA




Syed M. Qadri................................. MS
Thomas J. Qualls.......................... MBA
Ashley M. Quisumbing.....................BS
Johanna I. Raftis.......................... MSA
Jenna M. Rapien..............................BS
William J. Reece..............................BS
Brandon A. Reeves......................... BS
Kyle W. Reinneck.............................BS
Tamaira M. Remy.............................BS
Kevin F. Reynolds......................... MBA
Kristin Y. Richards........................MBA




Steven R. Rommerskirchen BSA
Kyle M. Rose....................................BS
Kelsey B. Roseman......................... BS
Richard R. Ross.............................BSA
Kimberly A. Rossetto.......................BS
Jeffrey P. Rule................................. BS
Breanna J. Rummerfield MBA
Gerald M. Runde..............................BS
Jacqueline K. Ruppert.................... BS
Megan E. Saenz.............................BSA
Rodion K. Safin............................... MS















John B. Shake............................... BSA
Grace C. Shaw................................. BS
Kasie J. S ilotto................................ BS
Todd R. Sinclair................................ BS
Justin A. Sm ith................................ BS
Kayla N. Smith................................. BS
Shawn J. Smith..............................BSA
Charles J. Snow............................... BS
Andrew P. Speer..............................BS
Alyssa L. Sprague............................BS
Elizabeth A. S tack........................ MSA
Chris M. Stamper.............................BS
Lesley A. Stehman.......................... BS
Emily R. Stephens............................BS
Zane E. Stevens............................MSA
Rebecca M. Stone.......................... BS
Brittany N. Stroh..............................BS




Jennifer A. Terwelp.......................... BS
Shannon M. Thies........................ MBA
Daniel J. Thomson.......................... BS
Tiffany L. Thornley........................ MSA
Tristan J. Tikkanen.......................... BS
Thomas G. T iller..............................BS
Christopher J. Toenjes.................MBA




Bethany J. Tungett.......................... BS
Brett A. Turner............................... BSA
Chad A. Turner................................. BS
Michael D. Ulrich.......................... MSA




Marissa M. V iers.............................BS
Ramanendra S. Virk......................MBA
Katherine E. Vogel........................ MBA
Kurt A. Volk......................................BS
April M. Von De Bur......................... BS
Lauren N. Wagner............................BS
Lindsay N. Wagner........................BSA
Amy D. Wake................................. MSA
Kendall L. Walls.............................BSA
Nicholas A. Warrenfeltz.................. BS
Travis L. Wehking.......................... BSA
Emily M. Wehrmeyer.................... MBA
Timothy P. Weir................................ BS
Tammy L. Weiske-Holly................... BS
Matthew A. Werner.......................... BS
Andrew J. West................................ BS
Elizabeth R. White............................BS
Matthew R. Whitten........................ MS




Meagan L. Winkelmann.................. BS
Cheryl T. W itt................................ MBA
Melissa A. Wobbe......................... BSA
Tong W u...........................................MS
Xun Xu.............................................. MS
Helen A. Yarber................................ BS
Joshua R. Zellerman.....................MSA
Jessica J. Zimitsch.......................... BS
I ' A j a  ^- \  i/t |
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WANG GANG CAN LICK HIS OWN ELBOW! MEALS STARTING 
A T $4.95 -  BREAK THE HABIT, AND GET DELIVERY TONITE!
~TME0UT- 655 0S8S -  ML/VERY "
WWW.WANGGANGASIAN.COM 
#4 CLUB CENTRE, HWY157 (NEXT TO SUBWAY)
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Every Thursday 
College Night
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612 N. 2nd Street 
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Karen M. Bade................................ BS
Laura W. Baker................................ BS
Nicole J. Bambrough....................... BS
Alyssa R. Bame............................... BS
Mary K. Barlett............................... MS
Kelly S. Beal....................................BS
Lacy B. Beard..................................MS
Stephanie M. Beaudoin.................. BS
Kimberly A. Belangee.....................MS
Christin A. Benbow......................... BS
Sarah M. Bethel.............................. BS
Andrea L. Beyers............................MS
Heather N. Beyers.......................... MS




Laura E. Bragee............................... BS
Eric W. Brandmeyer......................... BS
Ambria J. Brooks.............................BS
Caleb J. Brown................................ BS
Shannon E. Cain.............................. BS
Ashley N. Caldwell...........................BS
Nicole M. Callico.............................BS











Marcia C. Maurer, Dean 
Commencement - 7 p.m. Friday 
(with School of Business)
Zachary F. Da'
Laura M. Debo_
Richelle E. Dilfl 
Karisa A. Dinges
Thomas F. Dissette......................... BS
Bridget Duah....................................BS




Pat R. Escamis................................ BS
Brandy L. Fecht............................... BS
Kaycee M. Fischer.......................... BS




Rebecca K. Gericke........................ BS
Emily M. Goebel..............................BS
Angelina M. Good............................BS
Cody R. Gowler................................ BS
Amanda L. Gray............................... BS
Miranda D. Grizzard........................BS





Jeremy A. Harbison......................... BS
Brittany M. Hardiek......................... BS
Amanda L. Hatch.............................BS
Michael P. Hentze............................BS
Christopher A. Herbert................... BS
Kelly Hille..........................................BS
Courtney Y. Hinrichs.......................BS






Deborrah S. Jones.......................... BS
Patricia G. Kabochi......................... BS
Ashley J. Kaesebier........................MS
Tammy I. Kaiser...............................BS
Grace E. Kenny................................ BS
Elizabeth A. Klepzig........................BS
Danielle S. Klump.......................... MS
Caitlyn M. Knight.............................BS
Jackie M. Kurland............................BS
Stephanie M. Kuropas................... BS
Heather D. Lansaw........................ MS
Danelle L. Ledley.............................BS
Maria L. Leitheiser.......................... BS
Cheryl A. Leman..............................BS
Amanda K. Lemke.......................... BS
Deanna R. Lester............................BS
Kelly N. Lim pert..............................BS
Ngoc Ly ............................................BS
Justine A. Maedeker.......................BS
Gretchen L. Mahaney.................... MS








Kari J. McCarty................................ BS
Rebekah B. McCoskey................... BS
Camilla A. McCoy.............................BS
Jenna L. McElfresh......................... BS
Ashley N. McFarland.......................BS
Devon L. McGuire........................... BS




Elizabeth E. Messmore.................. BS
Debra J. Mevert...............................BS
Brooke E. Milburn............................BS
Kathleen P. Morris.......................... BS
Anita R. Nansubuga........................ BS
Stacey M. Netemeyer......................BS
Kimberly A. Niebrugge................... MS
Whitney R. Nimmo.......................... BS
Sean M. O'Leary.............................BS
Bonnie K. Obrecht.......................... BS
Sarah B. Patrick..............................BS
Keith M. Patten............................... BS
Kaleigh M. Paulsmeyer................... BS
Danielle L. Pearce.......................... BS
Lea M. Polic.....................................BS
Janphen Poontong.......................... BS
Ashley M. Pratt................................ BS
Jordan N. Priebe..............................BS
Jami L. Quidgeon............................MS
Samantha L. Rahrig........................ BS
Amy E. Reed....................................BS
Angela R. Reents.............................BS
Lindsay M. Ricketts........................ BS
Annette Y. Ricks.............................MS
George L. Ritter............................... BS
Kayla R. Ritzel................................ MS
Randi L. Roberts.............................BS
Nicole R. Robertson.......................BS
Jennifer E. Rogers.......................... BS
Megan A. Roth................................ BS
Claire E. Rupert...............................BS
Eileen R. Sanches.......................... BS
Sarah J. Sanders.............................BS
Janie D. Sauerwein......................... BS
Jennifer E. Saxon.............................BS
Victoria E. Schmidt......................... BS
Robert E. Schoeberle......................BS
James A. Schweitzer.......................BS




Shana M. Simpson......................... BS
Wanda M. Slaughter.......................BS
Alissa D. Smith...............................MS
Cherryel A. Sm ith........................... BS
Courtney R. Smith.......................... BS
Courtney J. Smith........................... BS
Samantha J. Smith.........................BS
Ashley R. Spradlin.......................... BS
Kathleen L. Stemmier.................... BS
Angela M. Stutz...............................BS
Eric V. Swearingen.......................... BS
Brenna M. Thomas.........................BS
Megan M. Thomas.......................... BS
Ann E. Thompson........................... BS
Paige N. Viseur................................BS
Roxanne P. Vojta..............................BS
Catharine A. Von Almen.................. BS
Daveda C. Voss..............................MS
Tyra S. Walls....................................BS
Julie A. Warhoover.......................... BS
Tiffany A. Watkins.......................... MS
Casey L. Webb................................ BS
Josephine W. Weiderman BS
Roger L. W est................................. BS







Kenneth G. W olf..............................BS





Let M U C  
Print& Design help.
One of the most important things 
about doing an assignment is 
knowing where to get it printed, 
enlarged, bound, laminated or 
how to pay for it.
Print & Design is a one stop shop for students on the go.
We offer many services that students need to complete their projects. 
You don’t have to have a pocket full of change to pay for 
your copies either. Print & Design accepts 
cash, check or the Cougar debit card.
Copies • Printing • Lamination 
Banners • Flyers • Posters • Cards 
Personalized Coffee Mugs etc.
Binding • Graphic Design
M o n  - F r i  8 : 0 0 a m  - 4 : 3 0 p m  6 5 0 - 2 1 7 8
M o r r i s  U n i v e r s i t y  C e n t e r  2 n d  F l o o r
f you are an
African American, 




This year alone, over 100,000 blacks will die 
from cardiovascular disease.
The good news is, it’s largely 
preventable. Be physically 
active, eat healthy foods and 
develop a prevention plan 
with your doctor.
Start a conversation to stop 
heart disease.
To learn more, take the 
Learn and Live Quiz by calling 




Learn  and  L ive *
© 20 0 5 . American h o > A ssxaaon 8 /0 5 1 0 * 9 0
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School of Education
Bette S. Bergeron, Dean 
Commencement - 9 a.m. Saturday
Kelly J. Abbott..................................BS
Susan L. Aebischer......................... BS
Christine Anderson..........................BS
Robyn C. Anderson......................... BA
Nicole M. Andrade...........................BS
Brian J. Andrews.............................. BS
Michelle B. Atkins.......................... MS









Mical E. Barnes............................... BS
Kimberly L. Barnum......................... BA
Abbi K. Barton............................MSED
Elizabeth A. Bauer.......................... BS
Laura L. Bauer................................ PM
Debra B. Bayne......................... MSED
Amber N. Beaty............................... BS
Dayna L. Becker.............................. BS
Megan C. Becker.............................BS
Dana M. Berg...................................BS






Kristen K. Bloch............................... BA
Scott M. Block..................................BS
Leigh A. Bluhm.................................BS








Tatyana B. Brickler......................... MA
Sarah E. Brokering...........................BS





Kyle J. Cameron.............................. BS










Kendra G. Clevenger....................... BS
Kelli M. Comer.................................BS
Sarah C. Corbin............................... BA
Kayla R. Crawford.......................... MS
Kristopher B. Crosby................. MSED
Emily E. Cross..................................BS




Michael J. Daum.............................. BS
Lynne M. Davidson......................... BS
Jill M. Davis..................................... BS
Mallory J. Davis............................... BS
Jolan J. Dawson.............................. MA
Thomas H. Dawson......................... BS
Bailey L. DeBlaey............................MS
Colleen M. Delmore........................ BS
Amanda M. Dent.............................BS
Stephanie L. Destasio................... BS
Amanda L. Dickson......................... BS
Jenna L. Dittmer.............................. BS
Garrett A. Doerr..............................MA
Megan L. Downing...........................BS
Lindsay N. Drabek.......................... BS
Kyle A. Duncan................................ BS
Angela M. Dunning......................... BS
Mandi M. Durland.......................... MS
Aaron C. Dye....................................BS





Angela T. Engle.......................... MSED
Benjamin L. Englert........................ BS
Justine E. Enloe............................... BS
Katie J. Ernst...................................BS
Zachary D. Everist.......................... BS
Casey C. Fagin................................ MA
Vanessa M. Fantauzzi.....................BS
Jenna L. Farmer..............................MA
Shelbe R. Farrar.............................. BS
Cari R. Feco............................... MSED
Lisa C. Ferguson.............................BS
Brooke E. Ferrero-Baker.................SD




Kellie J. Fraher................................ BS
Emily A. Frank................................. MS
Stephanie A. Frazer........................ BS
Julia A. Froebel............................... MS
Jared M. Fryman..............................BS
Alicia A. Fuhler................................ BS
Bradley A. Fulk............................MSED
Zachary C. Fulmer.......................... BS
Breann L. Furfaro.......................MSED
Loren C. Galbreath......................... BS
Tommy R. Galloway......................... BS
Robert A. Galvan.............................BS
Casey A. Garms......................... MSED
Joel S. Gherardini............................BS
Jessica J. Gibbs..............................BS
Amber L. Gieseking......................... BS
Heidi M. G ifford.............................. MA
Julie K. Gilbertson......................... MS
Jill M. Graham............................MSED
David A. Grammer.......................... BS
Terrence Gray.............................MSED
Nicole L. Green............................... BS
Angela L. Greene............................MS
Matthew B. Greene......................... BS




Melony F. Haerr......................... MSED
Michael S. Halford.......................... BS
Raegan E. Hanne.............................BS
Mary K. Harbaugh...........................BS
Kelly R. Hardiek............................... BS
Heath M. Hargan.............................BS
Nora C. Harm...................................BS
Timothy A. Harmon......................... BS




Robin C. Helling............................... BS
Michael B. Hemphill........................ BS
Erica R. Henderson......................... BS
Kim L. Henderson......................MSED
Jessica R. Henry.............................MA
Carrie L. Heyen............................... BS
Melissa R. H illery...........................MS
Jessica M. Hinkamper.....................BS
Sarah R. Hoffmann......................... BS






Heather N. Hornsey........................ BS
Jamie M. Hovey............................... BS
Nathan J. Hubbard...........................BS
Kelsey L. Hubert.............................BS
Gina C. Huegen............................... BS
Andrew J. Hueneger........................BS
Lyndsey R. H u ff..............................MS
Rachel T. Huwer..............................MS





Stephanie M. Johnson Schmulbach .MSED
Tracie L. Jones.......................... MSED





Dana L. Kelting.......................... MSED
Dana F. K irk.....................................BS
Lauren K. K irk................................. BS
Deborah L. Kirsch........................... BS
Patricia E. Klaus..............................SD
Kyle M. Koelker............................... BS
Hanna E. Koenig..............................BS
Stacey L. Kohl................................. BS
Kimberly A. Kolweier.......................BS
Natalie Kopriva................................ BS
Rachael M. Kotlarczyk.................... BS
Jennifer M. Kratzer......................... BS
William D. Krause............................BS
Kristin L. Kribs  ................MS
Kaitlin M. Krueger............................BS





Robert B. Lewis.......................   BS
Brandi S. Lich...................................BS
Renee R. Lider................................ BS
Jenna B. L ittle ................................ MS
Heather D. Long..............................BS
Pamela R. Love......................... MSED
Kalie R. Lusch................................. BS
Ronald N. Madlock......................... BS
Randall S. Mahring......................... BS
Melissa A. M arch........................... BS
Heather N. Markowski   BS
Amber L. Markus.................  MSED
Angela K. Marvin.............................BS
Michael R. Massoglia................MSED
Jessica M. Masters......................... BA
Bethany J. Mathis........................... BS
Lauren E. May................................. BS
Amanda L. McAllister......................BS




Jesseca A. Meyenburg................... BS
Julia A. Meyer...................................BS
Kendra L. Meyer..............................BS
Meredith R. Middleton................... BS
Jessica L. M iller..............................BS
Miranda K. Miller.............................BS
Teresa C. M iller...............................BS
Amy E. M illion................................. BS
Jill M. M itchell........................... MSED
Heather D. Moles............................BS
Jacquelyn M. Moll............................BS
Sara A. M ollet................................. BS
Robert D. Monroe........................... BS
Sarah A. Mooney.............................BS
Angela M. Morris.............................BS
Brendan N. Morris.......................... BS
Cynthia A. Morris............................MS







Andrea J. Neal................................. BS





Patricia L. Odom........................ MSED
Ellen R. Ogden................................ BS
Ginger K. Oliphant............................BA
Heather E. Olsen.......................MSED




Emeka K. Ozonwankwo.................. BS
Ashley E. Pallante............................BS
Krystin L. Parker............... , .............BS
Cassie L. Pavlovic.......................... MS
Diane M. Peach......................... MSED
Erin A. Peak..................................... BS




Alison L. Pierce............................... BS
Andrea M. Pierson...........................BA
Kelsey E. Pirok................................ BS
Aimee L. Platt...................................BS
Shannon J. Pliego............................BS
Tara C. Poindexter.......................... BS
Crystal D. Poirot.............................. BS
Marion M. Poole.............................. BS
Michael A. Poole..............................BA
Jennifer M. Posey............................BS
Stacey D. Posey......................... MSED
Alison K. Priest................................ BS






Sarah E. Rausch.............................. BS
Deneen T. Redd............................... BS





Kristopher J. Riskovsky.................. BA
Damian R. Rivera.............................BS
Raymond J. Robertson................... BS
Britany D. Robson............................BS
Whitney A. Rowe..............................BS
Rhonda L. Roy................................. BS
Haley J. Rubenacker.......................BS
Elisa D. Ruden................................ MS
Katelyn M. Rudofski.......................MS
David C. Ruvolo............................... BS
Frances R. Rynders......................... BS
Megan E. Sage................................ BA
Vincent G. Salmieri......................... BS
Justin D. Sanders............................BS
Carolyn S. Sandifer................... MSED
Mandi J. Sawlaw.............................MS
Lindsay M. Sax................................ BA
Katherine C. Scheiwe......................BS
Samantha A. Scher......................... BS
Dene K. Schickedanz................MSED
Tina K. Schickedanz......................EDS
Lauren E. Schlemer........................ BS
Andrew M. Schneider......................BS





Nina M. Scoles............................... MS
Pamela S. Sellers............................BS
Kirsten J. Sengpiel...........................BS
Ashley M. Shambro......................... BS
Leann Shearburn.............................BS
Amber N. Shelton............................BS
Amy K. Shipley................................ MS
Angela N. Shook..............................BA
Stephanie R. Siles.......................... BS
Brittany K. Simmons.......................BS
Megan N. S im s............................... BS
Amanda M. Sipp..............................BA





Mallori D. Sm ith..............................BS
Ryan K. Smith................................. MA
Kaci L. Snyder................................. BS
Maria Sommerhof......................MSED
Stephanie A. Springer.....................BS
Matthew E. Sprang......................... BS
Alison J. Stambaugh.......................BS
Jessica N. Stapleton.......................BS
Cassandra R. Starbuck.................. MS
Whitney A. Stephenson.................. BS
Kristina M. Stiles.............................BS
Jane E. Stilwell................................ BS






Sandra J. Suraud-Kauzlarich BS
Natasha A. Sweeney.......................BA
Whitney N. Taphorn......................... BS
Mistie A. Tennant.............................BS
Lenora M. Tetzner............................BS
Stephanie M. Thomas................... MA
Matthew R. Thorpe......................... BS
Amy M. Timmermann......................BS
Angela V. Tourville.......................... SD
Zhalih I. Travis..................................BS
Bianca C. Trejo................................ BS
Bruce A. Trickel............................... BS
Andrew S. Tucker.......................MSED
Phyllis L. Turner......................... MSED
Troy E. U fert............................... MSED
Michelle R. Urke..............................BS





Brittany M. Villard........................... BS
Jason S. Voegele.............................BA
Angela M. Vollmer......................MSED
Lora A. Wagner.......................... MSED
Kristy L. Wakefield......................... MS
Jessica N. Warden.......................... BS
Sarah E. Warner........................MSED
Candice M. Watts............................BS
Nicole D. Webb.......................... MSED
Kerri L. Weber................................. BS
Brian W. Weiser............................... BS
Ashley M. Weiss..............................BS
Michael G. Wenzel.......................... BS
Kristina M. West..............................BS




Anjanette W hite......................... MSED
Ashley E. Williams.......................... MS
Kenneth J. W illiams........................BS
Megan C. Williams.......................... BS
Rocky J. Williams.............................BS
Jennifer L. Willman......................... BS
Apryl E. Wilson................................ BS
Ericka L. W ise................................. BS
Allison E. Wobbe.............................BS





Christopher M. Wright.................... BS
Drew W. Wyant.......................... MSED
Jennifer M. Young............................BS
Sara N. Zimerman...........................BS
Elizabeth A. Zychlewicz................... BS
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SOP comes full circle
Inaugural PharmD class to graduate Saturday
by Neal Gough
Alestle Reporter
The culmination o f a decade o f planning will come to fruition 
Saturday when the School o f Pharmacy’s first class graduates.
School o f Pharmacy Dean Phil Medon said the idea o f the 
school first came about in 2000 when SIUE was looking into 
additional programs for the university.
Medon said the graduation o f the first class is the “final step” 
in the accreditation process that began when the first class began in 
the fall o f 2005. Over the last four years, Medon has seen the 
school grow from 80 to 320 students, and from 19 to 45 faculty 
members.
Once the graduating class passes the licenser test, the school 
will be fully accredited.
“It’s really a tremendous feeling,” Medon said. “These first 
students were pioneers for SIUE.”
One o f these graduating “pioneers” is Trenton Grimm from 
West Frankfort. H e will give the commencement speech at the 
school o f pharmacy graduation ceremony at 5 p.m. Saturday in the 
Vadalabene Center.
“It is an extreme honor to be chosen out o f  the School of 
Pharmacy to speak at graduation,” Grimm said.
Grimm said that his speech will be loosely based upon a saying 
his family uses: “Remember who you are and where you are from.” 
Grimm said this is important for students to remember when 
starting their new journey. He will also add to the saying, calling on 
students to also remember where they are going.
Grimm said he was proud to be part o f the first class to come 
out o f the School o f Pharmacy.
“There was a lot o f passion from students and instructors to 
make a name for the school,” Grimm said. “It has been one o f  the 
greatest experiences o f my life to have been taught by these 
instructors.”
Grimm said knowing that people’s wellbeing is in his hands 
has made him work even harder to learn everything he could.
Grimm’s classmate, Ben Irwin o f Flora, who will speak at the 
hooding ceremony for the School of Pharmacy at 11 a.m. Saturday 





The SIUE School of Pharmacy's first class will graduate at 5 p.m. 
Saturday in the Vadalabene Center. Trent Grimm, one of the 
“pioneer” students of the school, will speak at the ceremony, 
which also features the School of Engineering and graduate 
students from the College of Arts and Sciences.
school is not the end of his education.
“One o f the things that I learned in pharmacy school is that the 
learning never stops, especially in the health care field,” Irwin said. 
“You really are a life-long learner.”
According to Irwin, being the first class to experience the 
pharmacy school presented a lot o f interesting challenges.
“There were a lot o f unique experiences because a lot o f things 
we were doing were brand new for the students, as well as the 
instructors,” Irwin said. “You take each new challenge as it comes.” 
Because o f the newness, Irw in said their input was 
incorporated to make the courses better for the next class.
According to Medon, the School o f Pharmacy has plans to 
expand, including planning for future masters and doctoral 
programs. However, M edon said it will be at least three to five 
years before students can be in these programs.
Neal Gough can be reached at tigough@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
McCallister practices what she will teach
by Rosie Githinji
Alestle Reporter
Community health major Cassandra 
McCallister practices what she was taught 
and what she plans to teach.
After she graduates Saturday, 
McCallister plans to become a childbirth 
educator, instructing in the Bradley Method 
o f Natural Childbirth.
McCallister has personal experience 
with natural childbirth, as she gave birth to 
her now-5-month-old daughter, Ayla, in her 
home with her partner, computer science 
major Shaun Martin, by her side.
“Ayla was born over Thanksgiving 
Break, which was really nice since both of 
us were taking courses last semester,” 
McCallister said. “N ow  that I am 
graduating, my most important priority is 
taking care o f my daughter.”
McCallister said the Bradley M ethod is 
a 12-week course that teaches expecting 
couples about proper nutrition and what 
positions to  use during labor, among other 
things. She said she will attend a teacher- 
training course in Chicago after graduation 
and plans to  teach childbirth education 
from her home.
McCallister will speak at the School of 
Education graduation ceremony at 9 a.m. 
Saturday in the Vadalabene Center.
Martin and McCallister met during 
their junior year when they were both living 
in Evergreen Hall. Both o f their roommates 
are part o f a service fraternity on campus 
and they used to go with their roommates
on service projects.
“She is really into giving back to the 
community,” Martin said. “Before I met her 
I didn’t go to Goodwill or recycle plastic 
bags to go grocery shopping with.”
Martin said he is proud o f McCallister 
and what she has accomplished, and her 
awards are numerous, including the 
Meridian Scholarship, the Phi Kappa Phi 
Study Abroad Scholar in Costa Rica in 
2007, the Martha Welch Women’s Studies 
Award in 2008, the Outstanding Student in 
Heath Education and Dean’s Scholarship in 
Kinesiology and Health Education in 2009.
McCallister’s interest in health goes 
further back than her college years. She said 
she chose to major in health because o f her 
high school cheerleading coach, who was 
also a health teacher,
“I realized while spending time in her 
classroom that health education 
incorporated all o f the issues I really cared 
about like sexuality education, child 
development and environmental issues,” 
McCallister said.
Professor o f health education Nicole 
Klein recommended McCallister for 
speaking at graduation because she believes 
McCallister is a good representative o f 
health education.
“This is the first time I ’ve 
recommended anyone to  speak at 
graduation,” Klein said. “With Cassandra, 
one o f the main parts with her is she lives 
her values.”
Klein, who has invited McCallister to 
speak in many o f her classes, said
photo courtesy Cassandra McCallister 
Cassandra McCallister, pictured with her 
partner, Shaun Martin, and their daughter, 
Ayla, plans to become a childbirth 
instructor. She will speak at the School of 
Education commencement at 9 a.m. 
Saturday in the Vadalabene Center.
McCallister represents her values every day 
o f  her life, and, in terms o f  health 
education, she lives what she professes.
Klein said McCallister is a great 
representative o f  how a scholarship can help 
students.
“Cassandra is a real success story for 
the university,” Klein said.
Rosie Githinji can be reached at 
rgdhinji@akstlelive.com or 650-3527.
Senior Alex Trepka works in the control room in 






While being recognized on stage at the 
Midwest Emmys is not quite the same thing as 
being recognized at SIUE’s graduation 
ceremonies, senior mass communications major 
Alex Trepka can say he has accomplished both.
Trepka said he was told at the end of March 
that faculty members recommended he be the 
student commencement speaker for the College 
o f Arts and Sciences’ graduation ceremony on 
Saturday. Trepka said he is excited to speak in 
front o f faculty, peers and his family.
“It still has yet to sink in, but I’m ready,” 
Trepka said. “I’m  really honored that I got 
nominated.”
Trepka has spent his four years at SIUE 
immersed into the mass communications 
program. H e has contributed his time and 
talents to WSIE, Global Village and served as 
vice president for the Web Radio program.
Trepka was given the 2008 National 
Academy o f Television Arts and Sciences Mid 
America chapter’s Walter Cronkite Scholarship. 
Trepka received $750 toward his tuition and 
was able to go to the Midwest Emmy awards in 






n Dunham Hall’s TV studio. Trepka will speak at the College of Arts and Sciences undergraduate 
aiabene Center.
:’s a wrap
nm student Alex Trepka -L 
at CAS commencement
Derrick Hawkins/Alestle
Maria Leitheiser, a senior nursing student, was described by one of her 
professors as “a very bright light” in her nursing class. Leitheiser will speak at 
the School of Nursing and School of Business commencement ceremony at 7 
p.m. Friday in the Vadalabene Center.
by Aren Dow
Alestle Reporter
Choosing a major was never a 
problem for nursing student Maria 
Leitheiser.
From an early age, Leitheiser said, 
she always knew nursing was what she 
wanted to pursue in life, particularly 
after seeing how other nurses helped her 
family members who were in the 
hospital.
“I wanted to be a nurse to help 
other families,” Leitheiser said. “It’s also 
nice to have that kind o f job security.”
W hen she first began college- 
hunting for a place to fulfill that dream, 
Leitheiser said what drew her to SIUE 
initially was the campus’ landscape.
She liked it so much, she stayed 
close to the campus during her time at 
Edwardsville, living in Prairie Hall and 
Cougar Village for two years each.
“It’s beautiful here,” Leitheiser said.
She also chose SIUE because she 
felt welcomed by the campus and knew 
others who enjoyed the university as 
well.
N ow  four years later, she is 
graduating in just a few days and 
Leitheiser said she was relieved to be 
finished, but before she leaves the 
campus for good, she will speak at the 
School o f Nursing graduation ceremony 
at 7 p.m. Friday in the Vadalabene 
Center.
Nursing professor Rick Yakimo, 
who taught Leitheiser in a psychiatric 
nursing class and in clinical studies, said 
Leitheiser is a compassionate person. 
Yakimo said she was an outstanding 
student in the classroom as well.
“Maria was a very bright light in the 
class,” Yakimo said.
Yakimo said her compassionate side 
really shone through while working 
with patients in the hospital. He said he 
was especially impressed with the way 
Leitheiser operated away from the 
classroom, in particular with one man 
who had schizophrenia.
Yakimo said Leitheiser worked with 
the patient for eight weeks, bringing in 
sports magazines and playing Wii 
Bowling so they could have a common
topic to discuss.
“Maria did an outstanding job,” 
Yakimo said. “She was one o f the few 
who really transitioned well from the 
classroom to the clinic.”
During her time at SIUE, 
Leitheiser also became involved with 
campus activities, including the Student 
Nursing Association. Vice president last 
year, Leitheiser became president o f  the 
association this year and involved the 
nursing association with helping at the 
Ronald McDonald House and Relay for 
Life. She said becoming president was 
particularly special, as attaining a 
leadership position in the nursing 
program was one o f  her goals.
Although the economy is declining, 
Leitheiser said she is not too concerned 
with the prospect o f finding a job, 
considering the demand for nurses. She 
does not have a job currently lined up, 
but has interviewed with several 
employers. Some o f the areas she is 
looking at are Fairview Heights and St. 
Louis, which would give her a chance to 
stay close to home.
“It shouldn’t be a problem to find a 
job. N ot right off the bat,” Leitheiser 
said.
Leitheiser also has a younger sister, 
Michelle, who started attending SIUE 
last fall. She said it was neat to show her 
how the area had developed in the short 
time between when she started in 2005 
to last fall.
While Leitheiser thought it was 
great to be graduating, she said she was 
interested in continuing her education at 
SIUE at some point down the road.
“I would love to come back for my 
m aster’s sometime in the future,” 
Leitheiser said.
Leitheiser also had some words of 
advice for incoming students and those 
still new at SIUE.
“Make sure you have a good 
support system and connect with 
teachers,” Leitheiser said. “And don’t 
forget to  have fun, because the 
experience goes bv fast.”
Aren Dow can be reached at 
adow@alestlelm.com or 650-3527.
ias yet to sink in, but I’m ready.”
-Alex Trepka, mass communications senior 
College o f  Arts and Sciences com m encem ent speaker
Mass communications professor Ralph 
Donald taught Trepka in his advanced 
broadcast writing and advanced TV production 
classes. Donald said he recommended Trepka 
for the scholarship because o f his overall 
excellence in mass communications.
“He was a real strong student, and I 
thought he had a good chance o f winning,” 
Donald said.
Another o f Trepka’s mass communications 
professors, Riley Maynard, was on the board of 
directors for NATAS. Maynard said Trepka was 
one of the best applicants in a five state region 
for the Walter Cronkite Scholarship.
“H e’s dedicated,” Maynard said. “H e likes 
to think things out. H e’s more o f a planner than 
most students.”
When he was not focusing on academics, 
Trepka worked part time at Ace Hardware and 
other occasional odd jobs. He also held an 
internship at Technisonic Studios this semester, 
trying his hand at whatever tasks the studio 
handed to him.
Trepka said he has enjoyed the past four 
years at SIUE, but is excited for the future.
“It’s coming to a close, but I don’t have any 
regrets,” Trepka said.
After graduation, Trepka plans on applying 
for an internship for NATAS in Los Angeles
Sean Roberts/Alestle 
As a broadcast student, Trepka worked with 
the television program SIUE Global Village.
and working in the television writing and 
producing industry. If  his internship does not 
work out, he plans on working for the summer 
and then moving to the west coast.
The ceremony for the College o f Arts and 
Sciences is at 1 p.m. May 9 in the Vadalabene 
Center.
Rachel Carlson can be reached at 
rcarlson@alestlelm.com or 650-3527.
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College of Arts and Sciences
John Danley, Interim Dean 
Undergraduate commencement -1 p.m. Saturday 
Graduate commencement - 5 p.m. Saturday 
(with School o f Engineering and School o f Pharmacy)
Eric E. ASert......... .‘^TSrT...'.... .....BS Rachel M. Breslin.................. ........ BS Robert Q. Corrigan................... .....BM Anthony M. Eiger................ .BS Bethany R Guida MA
Kevin E>A'dkins..............^sd. .TLBS'' Curtis J. Brewer.................... .......MM Megann M. Corso.................... ......BA Pamela M. Elie...................... .........MA Andrew D. Haase..................... RS
Janelle M .'A U e ffn r.T ;^ ........... .....BS Katie C. Bridges............................. BA Alexandra E. Courtney............. ......BA Andrew J. Elliott.................... ......... BS Josh E. Haegele BA
Todd A. A ttharrtt^-rn-.-^f-.:y:... .....BS Tia M. Britton........................ ......... BA Jamie D. Cox............................ ......BA John M. Emig........................ ........BFA Kala A. Hammond.................... ...BSW
Ailyson D. Anderson.................. .....BS Alexandra R. Brooks....................BSW Daniel L. Cranford.................... .....MS Andrea C. Enright.................. ......... BA Alex M. Hampton..................... ......BS
Aaron M. Andruska................... .....BS Chanelle M. Brooks.............. ........ MA Shane 0. Cress....................... ..... MA Katie L. Entrekin................... ......... BA Justin M. Hamrock BS
Jean Paul E. Archambeault............BA Corey A. Brooks..................... .........BS Courtney M. Crockarell............ ......BA Illona A. Epps....................... ......... BA Yu Han.... MS
Steven R. Atteberry.................. .....BS Dustin G. Brooks............................BS Natalie E. Cronister.................. ......BA Jennifer K. Ervin................... ......BSW Stuart T Hanon BA
Mallory E. Audo.............................. BS Katriner L. Brown............................BS Scott P. Curtis.......................... ......BS Jason A. Esker..................... ......... BS Deborah K. Hard...................... .......BA
Joseph F. Avellone.................... ..... BS Thomas C. Brown.................. ......MPA Jacob L. Custer........................ ......BS Ted M. Esker......................... ......... BS Molly J. Hardiman...........................BA
Tiffany M. Avery....................... .....MS James A. Broyles............................ BS John R. C utts........................... ......BS Caleb M. Estes..................... ......... BS Alyssa K. Hading.... BS
Melissa A. Baer.............................. BS Elizabeth R. Brueggeman.............. BS Nathan J. Dalechek.................. ......BS Michael J. Farrara................ ......... BS Timothy J. Harmon................... RS
Jamie L. Baker.......................... .....MA Leikisha S. Bryant................ ......... BS Angela Dates............................ ......BS Lacey L. Feezel.................. BS Adam T Harris BS
A nthony! Ballard..................... ......BS Tyler B. Bryant...................... ......... BS John E. Davis........................... ......BS Kasey C. Feldman................ ......... BA Benjamin N. Harris................. .......BS
Reid M. Baltikauski.........................BS Jane M. Bullard..................... ........ MA Kiley J. Davis............................ ......BS Samantha B. Fernandes...... ........ MS Rachel A Harris BS
Daniel C. Banks....................... ......BS Emily M. Bumbacher............ ......BSW Shameka Davis........................ ....MPA Chad L. File........................... ......... BS Emily R. Harrison............................BA
Charley R. Barlow.................... ......BA Wesley W. Burgess............... ......... BS Jamila D. Dawkins................... ......BA Kirstin E. Fischer.................. . BS Anthony C Hart BS
Rosemary L. Barnes................. .....MA Ashley N. Burns.................... ......... BA Reza Dehghanipour Motlagh... .....MS Darrell E. Fisher.................... .......BLS Stephanie M Hartline BS
Phillip C. Barras....................... ......BS Melissa D. Burns............................ BS Joshua L. Deitner..................... .....BM Benjamin T. Flunker............. ......... BS Matt K. Haselhorst................. RS
Benjamin R. Bartley................. ......BS Jennifer L. Burroughs........... ......... BA Karen A. Delgado..................... ......BA Sarah L. Foote. BSW Christie A Haskenherm BSW
James T. Barton....................... ......BS Christine C. Butler................ ......... BS Mercy K. Dena......................... ....MPA Monique L. Ford.................... ......BSW Melissa A. Hassen................. RS
Ryan A. Basch.......................... .....BM Jennifer N. Butler.................. ......... BS Robyn R. Deterding.................. ......BA Robyn N. Ford........................ ......... BA Riah L. Haswell....................... ......MS
Roshan N. Bassett.........................BS Kyle A. Butters..................... ......... BA Robyn R. Deterding.................. ......BA Nahana J. Foster.................. MA Tatum M Hawkins BS
Graham L. Beard...................... ......BS Stephen M. Bux.............................. BS Robert L. Dettmers.................. ......BA Kalli A. Fox............................ ......... BA Ashley C Hay BA
Robert C. Beard...................... ......BA Eric A. Byerly......................... ......... BS Kellea J. Dietrich..................... ......BS Jacob A. Francois................ ........ BFA Patricia A. Heiser.................... ......MA
Heath A. Beck.................................BS Kyle P. Cadwallader....................... BS Randall F. Dioneda................... ......BA Leslie C. Frank..................... ......... BA Krysten N. Heitz..................... .......BA
Jenna L. Behrents..........................BS Savannah L. Canavit...................... BS Jenna N. Dixon......................... ......BA Andrea M. Franklin............... .......... BA Ashley J. Hemphill.... BA
Jennifer A. Belokon.................. ......BS Jacob R. Carlson.................. ......... BS Amanda M. Doeslaere............ ......BS Jared E. Fravell..................... ......... BS Cody A. Henry.......................... .....MM
Alicia M. Bennett...................... ......BS Jade K. Carroll..................... ......... BS Steven M. D o ll......................... ......BS Elliot P. Frey.......................... ......... BS Dustin G. Herrmann................ RS
Jamie E. Berner........................ ......BA Leon L. Carson..................... ......... BS David F. Donahue.................... ......BS Kelli D. Frey..................................BSW Ryan S. Hicks.......................... ......MS
Sarah E. Bettes........................ ......BS Bridgette S. Carter.............. ......... BS Kendra J. Donaldson............... ... BSW Nicholas A Gagne MS Victor 0 Hicks BS
Adam J. Betz............................ ......BS Jenny S. Cartm ill.................. ......... BS Sarah M. Donnelly..........................BA Lauren M. Gall...................... ....BA Andrew C Hill. BA
Stephanie L. Biondi.................. ......BA Dominick J. Centracchio...... ......... BS Andrew C. Doty........................ .......BA Kathryn N. Galloway............ ......... BS Tara M. Hille............................. RS
Ryan K. Bissell......................... ......BS Gabriel A. Chavez................ ......... BS Josh Douglas........................... ......BS Clare P. Gates...................... .......MPA Kathryn J Hofeldt BS
Christina Blackford-Dinkela..... .....MS Stacia L. Cheadle................ ......... BS Molly F. Douglass.................... ....MFA Christopher J. Gehron......... ......... BS Trisha K. Hoffman.................. .......BS
Dane A. Blackwood.................. ......BS Matthew J. Chlibec.............. ......... BS Elizabeth A. Doussard............. ......BS Lauren N. Gerber................. .......... BA Ashley N. Hofreiter BS
Kristen K. Bloch........................ ......BA Richard D. Chomhirun......... ......... BS Amanda D. Dowdy................... ......BS Jessica A. Gerwitz............... .......... BA Michael J. Holcomb............... .......BS
Lynn M. Bobzin......................... ......BA Lisa M. Cichon..................... ......... BS Jordan A. Dowdy...................... ......BS Preston A. Gibson.... BA Sarah E Holland BS
Barry W. Bombal..................... ......BS Jaime L. Cizek...................... ......... BS Kevin M. Doyle........................ ......MS Aaron D. Gilkey..................... ......... BS Joseph M. H o lt....................... ......MA
Jessica L. Bookwalter............. ......BA Ashley B. Clay...................... ......... BS Paul M. Drury........................... ......BS Christina M. Ginter BS Matthew J Horn BS
Ryan L. Borgmeyer....................... BFA Asa L. Clayborne.................. ......... BS Heather K. Duncan................. .......BA Glenn A. Goforth............................ BS Stacey R. Howard.................... ......MA
Heather C. Bosshardt.................. MM Brandon M. Cleary............... ......... BA Michael J. Dunlap.................... ......BS Steven A. Gorom................. .......... BA Jy Y. H su.................................. .....MM
Aaron C. Bottorff..................... ......BS Kendra G. Clevenger............ ......... BS Shawn T. Dunn................................BS Miles M. Gossett................. .......... BA John L. Hubbert...................... .......BS
Brian L. Bower.......................... ......BA Kristopher S. Coffey............. ......... BA Jill A. Dupy................................ ......MA Taryn L. Gracey.................... ........ BFA Kelly A. Huber.......................... .......BA
Jennifer Bowman..................... ......BA Tiffany E. Coker.................... ......... BS Matthew J. Dycus.................... ......BS Michelle L. Graham.....................BSW Kaylyn S. Huebner................. .......BA
Mark S. Bradley........................ ......BA Ashley S. Cole...................... ......... BS John A. Eachus........................ .......BA Leah Graves.......................... ......... BS Daniel L. Huff MS
Joshua M. Bradshaw............... ......BA Rozina Coleman.................... ......... MA Mark A. Eagan.................................BS Tyler C. Gregory.................... .......... BS Anna R. Huffaker........... BA
Ryan K. Brauer......................... ......BS Elizabeth A. Conzelman....... ......... BS John R. Edmison..................... .......BS James R. Griffith BS Emily D Huggins BS
Sarah E. Brauer........................ ......BS Angela S. Cooper.................. ......... BA Ross A. Ehret........................... .......BS Emily J. Grimes..................... .......... BS Trenton L. Hughes............... ....BS
Deborah M. Bredemeyer......... ......BA Breanna L. Cooper............... ........ MS Joseph L. Einhom...........................BS Brian D. Grimmer................. .......... BS Sheena M. Humphrey............ ....... BS
Katheryn A. Brenner............... ......BS Sarah C. Corbin.................... ......... BA Michael W. Elafros..........................BS Katie M. Groth..................... ........ BFA Deadra J. Humphrey-Vinson... ....BSW
MAN CAN LIVE ON FRIED RICE ALONE! 
1 LB OF FRIED RICE W/ CHICKEN, 
BEEF, OR SHRIMP JUST $4.95! 
EAT SMARTER!
TAKE OUT - 655-0888 - DELIVERY 
#4 CLUB CENTRE COURT, HWV157 
WAN6GANGASIAN.COM
(RIGHTNEXT TO SUBWAY)
BANKRUPTCY - DEBT RELIEF^
Reorganize your debts for 
as little as $88 down 
with reasonable monthly 
ayments based on your 
drcumstances.
JOSEPH N . REAMES,
ATTO RN EY AT LAW
www.wesleyreameslaw.com 
Wood River Office: 618-251 -9254
We are  a d e b t  relief agency . W e h elp  p e o p le  file fo r ban k ru p tc y  u n d e r th e  b a n k ru p tc y  code .
H o t R oxy A p p a re l A rriv in g  N o w
g lik s.co m
V isit w w w .g lik s.c o m  to  
fin d  y o u r n e a re st lo catio n
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Robert W. King......................... ......BS Jenna E. L is t......................... ......... BA Jonathon F. McMillan......... ........ MFA Anna M. Neunaber............... ......... MA
Patricia G. Hunt........ ........... Havah L. Kinne........................ .......BA Nicole L. Livell...................... ......BSW Samuel J. McQuiggan........ ...........BS Kyle W. Nevill........................ ......... BS
Jared W. Hunter................ . . ........BS Walter J. Kinney....................... .......BA Jeffrey D. Loberg.................. ......... BS Rebecca A. M ead............... ...........BS Frank T. Nguyen.................... ......... BA
Frances A. Huntley................ ......... BS John Kinscherff....................... ......BS Levi J. Locke......................... .......MPA William D. Mei..................... ...........BS Kayla M. Nickel..................... ......BSW
Ginny L. Huot........................ ......... BS Joshua D. Kinser..................... ......BS Reba M. Lockett................... ......BSW Jamie E. Metcalf.................. ......... MS Chilos C. Norris.................... ......... BS
Jeffrey M. Hursey................. ......... BS Renee C. Klohr........................ ......MS Carly J. Logsdon................... ......... BA Deanna L. Meyer................. ...........BS Lynda M. Norris.................... ......BSW
Jason L. Hurst...................... ......... BA Jill M. Klostermann.................. ....MPA Chris 0. Logsdon.................. ......... BS Holly A. Meyer..................... ...........BS Nancy Nulsen....................... ......... MA
Rachel L. Hutchens.............. ......... BA Nicholas W. Knouse................ ......BS Ronda L. Lohman................ ......... BS Audrey K. M iller................... ...........BA Malinda E. Nwobodo............ ......... BA
Stacey M. Hylsky............................ BS Betsy L. Koebele..................... ......BS Dawn M. Lopez..................... ......... BS Jessica E. M iller.................. ...........BS Amanda K. Oefelein............. ......... BA
David E. Ikard........................ ........ BM Kathryn V. Koerkenmeier........ .......BS Eric M. Lorenz...................... ......... BA Kristen M. M inx................... ...........BA Kathleen M. Oefelein........... ......... MA
Megan S. Jablonski.............. ........ MS Melissa S. Koishor.................. ....BSW Kasey E. Losch..................... ......... BS Acacia N. M oll..................... ...........BS Hafiz O julari.......................... ......... BS
Ashley M. Jabs..................... ......... BS Jenna M. Koopmann............... .......BS Daphne A. Lowe.................... ....... BLS Nichole A. Moller................. ...........BS Kelly N. Orourke................... ......... BA
Matthew M. Jackson............ ......... BS John C. Kramer........................ .......BA Cody D. Luckett.................... ....... BLS Brian J. Moore..................... ...........BA Ali N. Orr................................ ......... BS
Benjamin C. Jacob............... ......... BS Kayla A. Kromer....................... .......BA Tsasa Lusala......................... ......... BS Brian J. Moore..................... ...........BS Ransford Osafo-Danso........ .......MPA
Matthew S. James............... .......BLS Andrea J. Kumlin..................... .......BS Heath G. Luster.................... ......... BA Brittney M. Moore............... ...........BA Lucas J. Ostendorf.............. ......... BS
John D. Jaros....................... ......... BA Jeffrey S. Kuykendall.....................BS Kelly N. Lytle......................... ......... BS Kerby L. Moore.................... ...........BA Elizabeth M. Overman......... ......... BS
Corinne M. Jayne.................. ......... BS Crystal M. Kwentus................ ......MA Ohara Mackey...................... ......... BA Andrew M. Moorman........... ...........BS Carrie L. Owens.................... .......... BA
Joseph R. Jedlicka............... ......... BS Tracy D. Lamar........................ .......BS Dominique N. Majors........... ......... BS John P. Morian..................... ...........BA Karrie L. Page....................... ......... MS
Jenifer D. Johnson................ .......MPA Matthew B. Lambert............... .......BS Mary K. Malone.................... ......... BA Danielle B. Morian.............. ...........BS Michelle E. Palm............................ BM
Maddie E. Johnson.............. ......... BA Kari L. Lanahan....................... .......BS Leslie F. Manning................. ......... BS Ronald R. Morlen................ .......... MS Drue M. Palmer.................... ......... BS
Mark A. Johnson................... ......... BA Adam R. Lancaster................ .......BA Conrad W. Manske............... ......... BA Alesha N. Morrison............. .......BSW Megan A. Panella................. .......BSW
Michele D. Johnson............. ......... BS Snow P. Langford............................BS William L. Marks................... ......... BS Michael N. Moseley............ ...........BA Christian R. Pardilla....................... BA
Omari J. Johnson.................. ......... BS Carrie M. Larsen..................... ....BSW Rachel A. Marrs.................... .......... BA Brandon M. Moton.............. ...........BS Heather R. Parker................ .......BSW
Bryan M. Johnston.............. ......... BS Jennifer A. Larsen................... .......BA Jessica E. Martin............................ BA Jennifer Moye...................... .......... BM Rushit M. Patel.................... ......... BS
Meghan K. Jones.................. ......... BA Jillian R. Laske........................ .......BS Justin C. M artin................... ......... MA Navraj S. Mudahar.............. ...........BS Kathleen E. Patterson......... .......... BA
Ryan D.Jones...................... ......... BA Micah A. Lavender.................. .......BS Anjoli M. Martinez-Singh...... ......... BS Christopher A. Mueller........ ...........BA Timothy A. Peasley.............. ......... BS
Benjamin L. Jostes.............. ......... BS Michael J. Lawanas................. ......MS Patrick J. Marvin................... .......MPA Daniel S. Mueller................. ...........BS Travis E. Peck........................ ..........BS
Maame K. Jyamfi.................. ......... BA Daniel L. Lawrence................ .......BS Michael A. Maschhoff......... ......... BS Shannon M. Mueller........... ...........BS Andrea M. Pennington......... .......MFA
Chelsea J. Kaericher............ ......... BS Kathryn L. Lawrence............... ......MA Matthew M. Maslanka........ ......... BS Muriel J. Muex.................... ...........MA Rachel E. Perkins................ .......... BS
Leslie A. Kalogerou.............. ......... BA Margaret A. Laws.................... .......BA Shane M. Matli..................... ......... BS Bethany R. Mulholland...............BSW Casey A. Perschbacher................. BS
Kristen M. Kalz.............................. MA Mindy K. Lawson.................... .......BA Stephanie L. Matteson........ ......... BS Robert T. M ullen................ ......... BFA Jason C. Peters................... ...........BA
Jarrett D. Kaufman.............. ......... BA Mindy K. Lawson.................... .......BS Courtney D. Maxson........... .......... BA Elise K. M ullins................... ...........BS Jennifer C. Phillips............... .......... BS
Tyler J. Kearns..................... ......... BS Lucas J. Lawver...................... .....BLS Jessica M. M ay.................... ........MFA Wayne R. Munie.............................. BA Darshna Phogat................... ......... MS
Melissa C. Kelley................. .........MS Joshua W. Lemond................ ....... BS Tamara C. Mayers................ .......... BA Darren A. Murphy............... ...........BS Amanda M. Piepenbrink...... .......BSW
Matthew J. Kelly............................ MS Maren E. Leonard................... ....... BS Stephen D. McCarthy.......... ...........BA Lucas J. Murphy................. ........... BA Stephen A. Ploch................. ...........BA
Troy D. Kelsheimer.............. ......... BS Jon A. Lepique......................... ......BM David G. McCausland.......... .......... BS Danielle N. Napier.............. ...........BS Edwin J. Plocher............................. BS
Luke E. Kennedy................... ......... BS Bonnie S. Lester..................... .......BS Megan A. McClure............... .......... BS Grenville J. Nash................ ...........BS Derek P. Poci................................... BS
Sal U. Khondaker................ ......... BS Lindsey L. Lester-Brutscher... .......BA Stacie McCoy...................... ...........BA Michael W. Neal............................. BS Jennifer N. Poelker........................ BS
Matthew A. Kidd............................ BM Matthew W. Levek................... .......BA Benjamin M. McDonald................. BS Travis E. N eel..................... ...........MA Emily E. Poff......................... ...........BA
Elizabeth J. Killingbeck........ .......... BA Tiffany J. Likert....................... ....BSW Jerry M. McFarland........................ BS Travis E. Neel...................... ............PB Katie M. Pope...................... ...........BS
Seong Heon Kim.................. ......... MS Ann E. Lillard........................... .......BS Nathan R. McGee................ .......... BS Darah J. Nelson.............................. BS Kimberly E. Poteet............... ...... MA
Coral Y. Kimble.............................. MS Daniel P. Lindow..................... .......BS Erika R. McIntyre................ .......BSW Jesika M. Nelson................ ............BA Stephen D. Potts................. .......... BS
Kraig T. Kimelton.................. ......... BS Angelika L. Linsky.................. ......BFA Amy E. McLaughlin........................ BS Kelly N. Netemeyer........................ BS Michael L. Poznanovich...... ....... BSW
From everyone at the Morris University Center, 
congratulations MUC Employees 
on your hard work and dedication 
throughout your college career.
We are all proud of you, and wish you the best of luck
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College of Arts and Sciences
(Continued)
Amanda K. Pruett...,.......... ............BS Sarah A. Saltzman................... ......BA Amber M. Sm ith.............................BS Emily A. Taul.....................................BA Eric J. Wesselmann................. ......BS
Sami J. Purlee......... . . . . - . : , m s Andrew F. Sarver..................... ......BA Beth A. Smith....................... ......BSW Emily A. Taul....................... .............BA Kyle D. W est............................. RS
Meaghan A. Quinlan......... bs Rebecca R. Sawyer.................. ......BS Christopher Smith................ ......... BA Diedra M. Taylor...............................BA Deborah A. Wheeler................ ....BFA
Emily R. Rahn..................... ............BS Megan M. Schaaf.................... ......BA Kyle S. Smith....................... ......... BS Jarod M. Thomas............... ............BS Deborah A. Wheeler................ RS
Sandy M. Ramage............. ............BS Stacy L. Schatteman............... ......BA Michael T. Smith................... ........MA Joel D. Thomas.................. ............BS David A. Whitacre.................... ......BA
John J. Randolph............... ............BS Joshua T. Schaufelberger....... ......BA Ty K. Sm ith........................... ......BSW Mykeia B. Thomas............. ............BS Jessamyn M. White................. ......BA
Jordan A. Rapoff................ ............BA William J. Scherer.................... ......BS Kristin E. Sobczak............... ......... BS Laura B. Thompson........... ............BS Leon J. W hite........................... RS
David A. Rawson................ ............BA Christopher E. Schlattweiler.... ......BA Steven R. Sommer............... ........MS Ryan S. Tockstein.............. ............BS Laura J. W iechert.................... RS
Jessica D. Ray.................... ............BS Matthew J. Schlecht............... ......BS Lacey R. Sonderegger........... ........MA Michael D. Toje.................. .............BA Stephen J. Wieland.................. RS
Dee Reed............................ ............BS Zachary W. Schleicher............. ......BS William A. Spiller................. ......... BS Brittany L. Tounsel............. ............BS Rachael M. Wilbur........................ BFA
Patrick D. Reid................... ............BS Elizabeth N. Schlemer............ ......MA Danielle M. Springer............ ......... BS Alex K. Trepka.................................BA Carol L. Wilkerson.................... .....MA
Lauren D. Rennie............... ............BS Jacob Schlemper......................... BLS Kate M. Springer................. ......... BS Bruce A. Trickel...............................BS Caitlyn R. Williams................... ......BA
Derek T. Rensing............... ............BS Benjamin V. Schmidt............... ......BS Kyle R. Stansbery................ ......... BS Jason N. Trout.................... .............BS Deborah J. Williams................ RSW
Janelle C. Richardson....... ............BS Brandi N. Schmidt................... ......BS Matthew J. Stapay............... ......... BS Patrick M. Truax................ ............MA Phillip D. Williams.................... .....MS
Patrick S. Richardson........ ............BS Elizabeth A. Schmitt................ .......BA Barbara A. Stauder.............. ......... BA Amber L. Turner................. .............BS Albert L. W illis.......................... ......BA
Michelle M. Richter............ ............BS Erin E. Schuette...................... ......BS Amanda M. Stead................ ......... BS Kyle R. Tutt........................ .............BS Joanna M. W ilson.................... .....BM
Aaron C. Rickelman........... ............MS Dawn E. Schulte...................... ....BSW Ashley M. Steinwagner........ ......... BS Denise M. Ukena.............. ............MA Anne L. Winchester....... .......... RA
Amy L. Riddle..................... .............BA Andrea R. Schultz........................BSW Kyle D. Steward............................BFA My Q. Ung........................................BS Mallory E. Winter..................... RS
Alyssa N. Riederer............. ............BS Stephanie J. Schultz............... ......BS Matthew A. Steward............. ......... BS Erinc K. Unver.................... .............BA Leslie R. Winters..........................MA
Rachel L. Rieger................ ............BS Kimberly B. Schweiker............ ......MA Daniel M. S tewart............... ......... BS Abdul F. Ursani.................. .............BA Laura E. Wise........................... RS
Jesse E. Riley..................... ............BS Yannick Y. Scott....................... .......BS Mallory R. Stewart............... ......... BA Soune Ursani..................................BS Laura A. Witherspoon.............. ......BS
Charmaine L. Robertson............ BSW Kellie L. Sendelbach......................BA Jenna E. Stoeber................. ......... BA Rachelle E. Valencia......... .............BS Thomas B. Wood..................... .....MM
Amber M. Robins............... .............BS Kristi E. Shaffer....................... .......BA Cindy R. Stonich................... ......BSW Reyne S. Vandever..........................BS Emily L. Woods........................ .....MS
Elizabeth A. Robinson....................BA Mary A. Sharp.................................BS Brandon J. Stookey.............. ......... BS Kristin A. Vergano............. .............BA Mary A. Woodside.................... ......BA
Michael E. Robinson......... .............BA Ashley L. Shelton............................BS Ryan A. Stormer................... ......... BS Jason S. Voegele.............. .............BA Esra Woody.............................. ..... MS
Ramone P. Robinson......... .............BS Ashley L. Shelton.................... .......BA Shawn M. Stranckmeyer...... ......... BS Michael C. Wade............................BS Melissa R. Wooters.................. RA
Scott A. Rocca................................BS Whitney M. Shoemaker.......... .......BS Christopher P. Stroot............ ......... BS Brian B. Wallace................ .............BS Kyle R. Worman....................... ......BS
Diana E. Rodgers............... .............BA Dustin R. Sholtes.................... ......BM Christopher P. Stroot............ ......... BA Ian E. Wanda..................... ............MS Carol A. Worthington............... ...BSW
Devin Rodino..................... ............BM Gina M. Shurig........................ .......BA Paul R. Stutz........................ ......... BS Tiffany E. Ward.................. ......... BSW Gerald A. Wright....................... RA
Marie A. Rose.................................BS Abigail F. Sidwell..................... ......MS Angela M. Sullivan............... .......MPA Chance A. Webb............... .............BS Jennifer L. Wuest..................... ......BA
Scott A. Rose..................... .............BS Amy M. Sidwell........................ .......BS Michael J. Sullivan............... ......... BS Brook D. Weber................ .............BS Jagodige P. Yasomanee.......... ..... MS
Jeremy W. Roundcount...................BS Zachary M. Simon................... ......BM Brett T. Surber...................... ......... BS Melissa A. Weinacht........ .............BS Gloria M. Yepes....................... ......BS
Mary L. Routier................. .............BS Rebecca H. Skubish............... ......MA Anne E. Suttles.................... ......... BS Joseph D. Welch............... ............BM Pradeep Kalyan Yerramsetty.........MS
Ashley Royce..................... ......... BSW Carin A. Slemer....................... .....BFA Tyler J. Swearingen.............. ......... BS Antionita M. Wells............. .............BA Donnell B. Young...........................MS
Aaron J. Rujawitz.............. .............BS Carin A. Slemer...................... .......BS Lauren E. Swearingin......... .........MS Sara E. Werner.................. ......... BSW Nathan A. Zack......................... ......BS
Kathleen M. Ryan............. ......... BSW Nathan Sloan.......................... .......BS Josette A. Sweeney............. ......... BS John F. Weseman......................... BFA
Brandon W. Sackett......... .............BA Alexander M. Sm ith............... .......BS Mariellen T. Sydow............... .........MS Melissa B. Wesley............ ......... BSW
You may be graduating, but you can still keep up with SIUE. For news, sports, and more, visit alestlelive.com
the
Sushi Restaurant & Lounge
www.4tunkenfish.com 
Laclede’s Landing
612 N. 2nd Street 
St. Louis, MO 63102 
314-241-9696 
Open 7 Days a week 
Lunch Mon-Fri 11am-2pm 
Dinner Mon-Sun 5pm~Ciose
$10 OFF $30
This coupon may not be combined with any 
other offer, coupon, discount, or promotion.
Coupons are ONLY valid for dine-in after 6pm, 
not valid on carry-out orders. 1 coupon, discount, , 
or promotional offer per party. Even if tables are 
combined. (Separate checks don't jusitfy multiple * 
coupon use; no morethan 1 coupon will be 
accepted). Not valid on Friday and Saturday
R o b e r t  W h e a t l e y ,  d .d .s . 
General Dentist
• Perio Protect Provider 
FDA Approval 









• Emergency Patients 
Welcome
Valid for new patients only with valid SIUE ID card
New Patients
Exam and 
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School of Engineering
H<asan Sevim, Dean 
mmencement - 5 p.m. Saturday 
w ith School o f Pharmacy and 
College of Arts and Sciences graduate students)
School of 
Pharmacy
Benjamin J. Abbott................  p m
Thomas M. Abebe......
Alan S. Anthenat ....... „T.,!..BS
Kyle J. Arentsen s * j£ ™ .B S
Shawn C. A r n o l d .  4  BS
Sylvanus D. Aveh............................MS
Kaci L. Backs...................................BS
Sarah L. Bailey................................ BS
Brenton J. Baker..............................BS
Jeffrey M. Bassler.......................... BS
Nicholas J. Berkel............................BS
Matthew A. Bilbruck........................ BS
James T. Blessman........................ BS
Scott 0. Brinkmann........................ BS
James F. Brown............................... BS
Mariela Caballero Beitia MS
Andrew W. Campbell.......................BS
Anwesha Chattopadhyay................MS
Michelle L. Cocran......................... MS
William P. Connolly.......................... BS
Nicole J. Cornelius.......................... BS





Joshua A. Davis............................... BS
Colemon E. Dean.............................BS
Timothy M. Delaney........................ BS
Ronak M. Desai............................... BS
Keith A. Detmer............................... BS
Grant T. Donoho..............................BS
Grant T. Donoho..............................BS
Kevin M. Doss................................. BS
Clint E. Dougherty.......................... MS
Timothy R. Duncan......................... BS
Tyson L. Dunham.............................BS




Grant A. Evans................................ BS
Kolade A. Fajimi..............................MS
James M. Feucht.............................BS
Star M. Fowler................................. BS
Justin E. Fuhrman............................BS
Derek A. Fuller................................ BS
Karthik Gaddam..............................MS
Malavika Reddy Gaddam MS
Philip J. Gattone..............................BS
Arjun Ghale...................................... MS
RS Jeffrey M. Olson...................... ......BS
RS Donald R. Owens..................... ......BS
RS Timothy A. Peterson................ ......BS
MS Chad J. Pike............................. ......BS
RS Lukas C. Pirok.......................... ......BS
RS Justin R. Reed.......................... ......BS
RS David H. Richter...................... RS
RS Mark A. Riva............................. RS
RS Robert V. Roehrig.................... RS
MS Rupali R. Rothe....................... .....MS
RS Michael S. Rowlen................... ......BS
RS Paul M. Rudloff........................ ......BS
RA Jon E. Sackett.......................... RS
RS Harold L. Schallenberg............ RS
RS Scott S. Schlaefer................... ......BS
RS Daniel A. Schrader................... RS
RS Scott A. Seehausen................ RS
RS Laxman Shrestha...........................MS
RS Vidya Sitrarasu........................ ......MS
RS Jacob W. Siudyla..................... RS
RS Michael B. Smith..................... RS
RS Roy W. Smith............................ ......BS
RS Aaron P. Speaks...................... ......BS
RS Robert J. Stairs........................ ......BS
RS Zachary M. Stead.................... ......BS
RS Justin P. Steinkuehler............. RS
RS Andre Stunson......................... ......BS
MS Naveen Surabathuni............... ......MS
RS Morgan R. Tate......................... RS
MS Philip G. Tate............................ RS
MS Jason D. Tennyson..........................BS
RS Justin T. Trumpet..................... .......BS
RS Larry J. Valentine.................... ......MS
RS Doug A. Valerio........................ .......BS
RS Kiran Babu Veldurty............... ......MS
RS Joshua S. Verdught................. .......BS
RS Justin Volpe.............................. .......BS
RS Thomas J. Waddel.................. .......BS
RS Lee W. Wampler...................... .......BS
RS Yang Wang................................ ......MS
RS Wayne A. Weber...................... ......MS
RS Nathan P. Whiteaker............... .......BS
MS Bryce A. Whitworth................. .......BS
RS Preston A. Wicke.................... RS
RS Skyler J. Wiegmann................ .......BS
MS Terrance M. Wright.................. .......BS
RS Bing X ue.................................. ......MS
RS Venkatram R. Yelamanchili..... ......MS
RS Eraj M. Yunus.......................... ......MS
MS Ryan T. Zwijack....................... .......BS
MS
Naser M. Abu-Shanab............ PharmD
Katie L. Bartels.......................PharmD
Timothy C. Barton.................. PharmD
Marc A. Belanger................... PharmD
Kunjal K. Bhakta.....................PharmD





Andrew J. Corn........................ PharmD
Christina J. Damm.................. PharmD
Michaela M. Doss.................. PharmD
Stephan R. Draughan............ PharmD
Julie M. Duke-Endsley............ PharmD
Alex J. Duyvejonck.................. PharmD
Mary E. Elliott......................... PharmD
Paul B. Erwin.......................... PharmD
Jill M. Finley.............................PharmD
Jacqulin S. Fredericks............ PharmD
Tyler J. Gehlbach.....................PharmD
Keith E. Gibson.......................PharmD




Brandon E. Hardiman............ PharmD
Alaina M. Helfrich................... PharmD
Tara S. Hosselton................... PharmD
Diana M. Jason.......................PharmD
Jessica M. Laubscher............ PharmD
Amanda L. Law.......................PharmD
Ashley N. Lawton................... PharmD
Matt D. Layman......................PharmD
Elizabeth N. Lloyd................... PharmD
Todd A. Loeffler......................PharmD
Cory W. Loepker......................PharmD
Tony C. Lopez ................PharmD
Jennifer L. Lurk....................... PharmD
Ryan G. Massey......................PharmD
Slip J. Medon, Dean 
Commencement 
5 p.m. Saturday
with School o f Engineering and 





Erich Y. Milgrim....................... PharmD
Sini P. Muckom.......................PharmD
Courtney A. M udd.................. PharmD
Brandi D. Myers......................PharmD
Leah M. Nanney......................PharmD
Candace M. Oliver.................. PharmD
Samantha L. Parker................PharmD
Kelly L. Perez...........................PharmD






Becky L. Salmons.................. PharmD
Jarod M. Schaltenbrand PharmD
Michael J. Schneider..............PharmD
Andrea N. Schutte.................. PharmD
Jason E. S cott........................ PharmD
Brycen A. S hort......................PharmD
Kelly A. Simmons................... PharmD
Brian D. Sm ith........................ PharmD
Jana A. Sm ith......................... PharmD
Kelly L. Sm ith......................... PharmD






Jessica L. Vanarsdale PharmD
Nathan W. Wear......................PharmD
Travis N. Willeford.................. PharmD
Seyoum T. Woldegebriel PharmD
Beth K. Zelinko....................... PharmD
Lee M. Zeller...........................PharmD
WE USE ONLY 100% REAL CHEESE!
HOT-N-READY
MEAL DEAL
1 LARGE PEPPEK8NI, W EESE OR SAUSAGE PIZZA
m m t i k t m mcMzrswuurammNCT
m Little Caesars 
I T A L I A N
Part-time help needed
Local collection agency looking for 
some night time/morning work! 
Hourly wages plus bonus
(618)655-9982
Ask for Jennifer Jennings or 
email resume to jjennings @ credit-control.com
WESLEY A N D  REAMES, LLC
w  W  W . W  E S L E Y RH A  M  E S L A  W . C O M
A u t o  a c c id e n t s  
W r o n g f u l  D e a t h  
Fa m il y  La w  
Es t a t e  P l a n n in g  
C r i m i n a l  La w  
T r a f f ic
17 W h i t e l a w
w o o d  r iv e r  IL 62095
618 - 251-9254
M i c h a e l  R. Y V e s le y . a t t o r n e y  a t  l a w  
55 OR OLDER? If s o ,  CALL 
TODAY TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY 
FO R A FREE SIMPLE WILL!
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ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS
Place yo u r  classified  ad at a tim e conven ient 
fo r yo u  u sin g  o u r  easy, se cu re  o n lin e  
in terface at a lestle live .com /classifieds
B ASIC  PR IN T IN SER TIO N  R A TES:
10 w ord  m in im u m  for a ll  a d s .
2 0  ce n ts  a w o rd  1-2 insertio n s, per insertion  
19 ce n ts  a  w o rd  3 -4  insertio n s, p e r insertion  
18 cen ts a w o rd  5-1 9  insertio n s, per insertion  
17 ce n ts  a  w o rd  20+ insertio n s, per insertion  
P rin t Extras:
A ll bold, additional $5 
W e b  Extras V ary  
Please sch e du le  yo u r ad carefu lly as  we 
can n ot o ffer refunds. Co rrectio n s m ust 
be noted by on the first day the ad appears  
in the new spaper.
D e ad lin e s :
By 11 a.m . M o n d a y  fo r Tu esday issue  
By 11 a.m . W ed n e sd ay  fo r  Th u rsd a y  issue  
Having tro u b le?  Call 6 1 8-650 -3 528  
or e-m ail classified s@ a le stle live .co m  
A le s t le  O ffice  H o u rs  (M U C  2022):
9 a.m . - 4 :30 p .m . M on -Fri
FO R  R EN T
SUMMER STUDENT STORAGE 
SPECIAL ; 10x10 unit @ 38.99/ month. 
Blackburn Road Storage/ Uhaul, 
Edwardsville. 618-656-2990
STUDENTS WANTED Summer 
reporters and writers, to work for the 
Alestle. Clerical positions also available. 
Must be taking at least 6 credit hours. Stop 
by Alestle office to fill out application, 2nd 
floor MUC 2022.
The Alestle staff would like to say...
for another great year
COto this year’s graduates
in the summer
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS 
APARTMENT in Granite City for S600. 
Please call 618 877 0843 or 618 656-8344
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY Large two 
bedroom apt. Water, sewer, and trasE paid. 
Close to SIUE 50 Devon Court 656-4102 
or 656-7337
BIKE TO SCHOOL. On bus line. Very 
quiet, safe. 3 BD. room apt. $725/ mo. Ex. 
large LR. New carpet. Patio. Nice 
neighborhood. 618 406-2866 618-288- 
2722
SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more per 
hour. Register free for jobs near campus or 
home, www.student-sitters.com
SUMMER SITTER Summer sitter needed 
for two children 7 and 12. Only minutes 
from Campus. Two days a week, Tues and 
Thurs. Non-Smoker, Background Check 
and References Required.
DOGGY DAY CARE EMPLOYEE 
Working with groups of dogs attending 
daycare at Traveling Tails Inn Doggy Day 
Care. Must love interacting with dogs 
and be willing to pick up poop! Must be 
a pack leader. Part time dog bather also 
needed. Must be able to lift 50 pounds 
and have a peaceful, caring, demeanor. 
979-1967
GLEN CARBON MINUTES TO SIUE 
2 Bedrooms start at $625, 2 bedroom 
townhomes with 1.5 baths start at $675, 
with basement $740, 2 bedroom lofts start 
at $685. All units have washer/ dtver 
hookups and MOST with deck or patio, for 
more information, please contact our office 
at (618) 346-7878 or visit our web site at 
www.osbornproperties.com 346-7878
2BR, 1.5 BA TOWNHOMES 1-255/ 
Horseshoe Lake Rd. area. 15 min. to StL / 
SIUE. Includes W/ D, some utilities. No 
pets. No smoking $600 mo. 618-931-4700. 
www.fairway-estates.net
FO R  SALE
99-04 MUSTANG COBRA WHEELS:
Black(5) 17X9 $600 618-616-0420
W OODEN HOME SITES E’dw/schools. 
Utilities underground; 1/2 mi. from 
Governors Pkwy, 4 mi. to SIUE. Some 
walkouts. $68,400(4 ) 618/972-0948
HOME FSBO 3 BR, 1 Bath, All-Brick 




PIANIST FOR W ORSHIP SERVICE
Wanda United Methodist Church is 
interviewing for a pianist for their 9:00 a.m. 
worship service. Salary will be based on 
experience and qualifications. Send resume 
to Wanda UMC, 4821 Wanda Road, 
Roxana, I L  62084.
Alestle alestlelive.com
A lton - East St. Louis - Edwardsv ille
